To: the assigned judge for this case; From: Chapman, Martin d.b.a. Martin Wayne Chapman P.M.A.
American National for The United States of America
To: The Human Rights Defenders Court for the government of The United States of America
(a copy of this affidavit has been emailed to: violations@humanrightstribunal.international, and
defenders@humanrightsdefenders.international for judicial review and determination)
Affidavit/Correction Notice of Chisago County Corporate courts 1 sided story for case no. 13 CR-16-450
Summary of the courtroom fraud, and several violations of my human rights
Your affiant states that the following is true and correct to the best of my ability and beliefs
On Tuesday, May 31st, I stated the following for the record:
Your affiant known as Martin Wayne Chapman, P.M.A. stated for the record that “I am bringing the
land into court with me” (meaning my physical body which originates from the land as the living being
was present);
furthermore, Your affiant stated “I refuse to identify myself as a two dimensional Corporate Name on
paper, when I am a 3 dimensional living being, (where the flesh lives and the blood flows)”, and the
judge still ignored all that and continued to proceed upon the presumption that I was the NAMED
DEFENDANT,
Your affiant told the judge on the record that he was an American National and had other preliminary
things for the record, before he could proceed, but Judge Baumann prohibited my testimony by saying
that we are not here today for those things, but for the matter at hand;
The judge then asked your affiant to swear and Oath of truth under penalty of perjury, and your
affiant told her that “I affirm my testimony is true as God is my witness”;
I made it very clear on the record that I was the living being; I declare any forced plea is a violation of
several rights pursuant to the nature of The Universal Declaration of human rights;
The prosecutor was using the threat of jail and bonds to coerce me to plea to something that is not
true, and I cannot participate in lies or fraud; I declare this is violation of the Hobs Act Title 18 1951
(felony use of criminal behavior) by the prosecutor, and is prohibited by law;
Correction Notice:
For the record I made a mistake in taking a guilty plea because I am not the NAMED DEFENDANT, but
a living man, therefore I am withdrawing the guilty plea per. the nature of regulation Z of the truth in
lending laws, as I cannot be a party to IDENTITY FRAUD;
***I would like to change the plea to subornation of false muster, as the prosecutor is using a
fictitious conveyance of language [Title 18 rule 1001] in an attempt to deprive me of my rights per
[Title 18 242] ***
Judge, can I see the correct sentence structure communication parce syntax grammar for the voidance
of the perjury, concerning the statement made by the prosecutor over the alleged charges?
Notice and demand to prove assumed/actual territorial and personal jurisdiction within the Union
States on The United States of America (on the Continent and land of America), not in a fiction STATE;
I am abating this matter, and I instruct the judge to enforce my abatement in this matter as I cannot
consent to proceed until such time the jurisdictional challenges can be addressed and proven by the

prosecutor, and I instruct the judge to require the prosecutor prove all jurisdictions as required by
law, when challenged;
***For the record, I do not argue the facts, however I am offering these additional facts to clarify this
matter: there exist a conflict and variance between the rules of at law and equity;
Correction Notice of a mistake/omission- Who has a claim against the living being, and where is it?***
I declare I have not received any claim against me the living being to support the charges, so how can I
plea to anything? Pursuant to the nature of the [Recissive Act, Title 15 1635a], I rescind cancel and
terminate the plea of guilty and rescind, revoke & terminate my signature for the following reasons:
1. I declare General Delivery is not my address, and I receive no mail from the Corporate U.S. or
U.S.P.S., as I do not consent to grant any STATE OF courts of D.C. any jurisdiction whatsoever;
2. At the initial traffic stop, I tried several times to identify myself with proof of my Nationality,
but the cop refused to accept or look at my paperwork, and continued to threaten and badger
me with jail-time until I told her a corporate name and DOB,
Your affiant does not believe that to be law enforcement, but entrapment to gain jurisdiction
by coercion under threat of jail and fraud, as witnessed by my daughter Jasmine Rose;
I told her I was not the NAME ITSELF, but I simply go by such name and I do business as such NAME,
but she ignored my statements and the facts and arrested me anyway without consent or jurisdiction;
This is not law enforcement, but corporate fascism by bullying someone out of their rights and into a
false CORPORATE MILITARY FASCIST JURISDICTION AND POLICE TAKEOVER STATE.
3. Police refused to recognize my nationality documents.
This is a violation of articles, 4,5 9, 13, 14, and 15 of the Universal Declaration of human rights. Police
are targeting Americans and falsely labeling us as terrorists. Police are forcing military statutes and
codes upon private Americans.
4. I declare I am not against corporate rules, except when your rules are intrusive and violate my
God given rights and freedoms
5. I specifically deny any wrongdoing as I injured or harmed no one, and The Supreme Court has
ruled that “mere violations of STATE STATUTES ALONE cannot constitute a crime without a
injury or damaged party.”
I declare I never told the cop that the law did not apply to me, but what I told her that I was an
American National, (not a sovereign citizen), and that I had human rights that would violated if she
continued to force corporate military Statutes upon me, but her report was the assumptions of what I
said, not what I actually told her, as she refused to listen to me and even continued to harass my
daughter after I was arrested. She even took her to the police station for interrogation and
questioning, instead of simply turning her over to the sheriff’s deputy for transport to her mom, as I
was told by sheriff’s deputy, and this is unnecessary bullying of a minor by police, abuse &
intimidation by police power
My objections:
6. This is why the plea agreement was not signed by my own free will act and deed, but was
autographed “By: U.D. (Under Duress) Martin Chapman, P.M.A., meaning it does not apply to
me directly, but to an association or name, not me, as I do not consent to be the surety,
trustee or debtor slave to fictitious corporate legal name, and I was coerced to sign the
agreement under continued threat of jail. (all agreements signed under duress are null and
void and without force or effect of law pursuant to UCC 3-305a1).

7. One year sentencing over a simple traffic infraction, without any injured party or damages or
motive or intent to harm anyone is unreasonable and excessive punishment over simple
traffic infractions
This is a gross violation of my human rights mentioned in The Universal Declaration of Human Rights,
articles 4, 5, and 9 and others.
8. The outcome of such a courtroom where the judge, prosecutor and defense attorneys all
stand to profit from the alleged conviction cannot be an impartial court and therefore loses
jurisdiction and all authority for obvious reasons of fraud upon the court for financial
profiteering, and no impartiality.
9. Judge Baumann told me that defense attorney Shannon was amicus curii or friend of the
court, who was simply helping with court procedure, and later referred to her as my attorney
(or her appointment to me by nondisclosure or silent fraud)
(judge Baumann lied on the record) I did not authorize the judge or attorney to represent me,
and yet they deceived me and did it anyway without my knowledge and without my consent;
I never agreed to this, and attorney Shannon is hereby fired and the alleged agreement, and alleged
signature is hereby cancelled, terminated & rescinded for fraud upon the court & misrepresentation.
10. The prosecuting woman attorney threatened me with unnecessary 6000 dollars in bonds and
additional jail-time without relief if I did not take her coerced offer of 1 year jail-time held
over me for alleged minor traffic infractions, without injury or damage to anyone, or intent to
harm anyone, over a simple traffic stop. (This is commercial slavery by forced and coerced
contract under duress, and is therefore null and void).
CORRECTION NOTICE FOR THE RECORD: After having time to give careful consideration to the
charges: No, I do not believe it is likely I would be convicted of a crime, if both sides of the story were
allowed to be presented. I do not think I would ever be convicted of such a one sided fish story by an
honest jury, but I also believe that such a jury is not to found that the attorneys have not tampered
with.
11. The missing facts of the case that the judge would not allow me to get on the record was that
child support removed the STATE license for non-payment of their excessive fees to the
STATE, and thereby removed my ability to get license or insurance without a drivers license.

12. Also I told police R. Columbus that a drivers license with an insurance bond was on order from
my country (The United States of America) but it was simply delayed in getting to me for
procedures, which she completely ignored, and did not even mention in her report.
I am clarifying My status as an American National, Not a falsely assumed sovereign citizen.
At this time, the affiant has a very prejudice death threat against Him, as a false assumed sovereign
citizen. I want to clarify this assumption by saying that the affiant is not a sovereign citizen, but
affiant’s country is sovereign. (The United States of America, Not the Corporate STATE or U.S. Inc.);
The court needs to get this issue and prejudice out of the way before the affiant can ever receive a fair
hearing. This prejudice is why this hearing and charges should be thrown out and abated for
unconstitutionality, partiality, and fraud.
“The fear of the lord is the beginning of wisdom and to depart from evil is understanding” KJV bible

I conditionally accept the offer to plea upon proof of claim I am a U.S. citizen, Upon proof of claim I
am the CORPORATE NAMED DEFENDANT, and upon proof of claim for which relief can be granted,
proving that I personally harmed injured or damage anyone;
*****Rescission Notice of all signatures and cancellation of contracts with Chisago County court and
probation Inc.*****
All offers to contract are refused with honor, I cancel rescind & terminate any/all signatures and
agreements to the plea and to probation;
All offers to discharge all charges are accepted pursuant to the nature of 40 STAT. 411
I conditionally ACCEPT THE CONDITIONS OF PROBATION upon proof I actually harmed injured or
damaged someone, and that testimony is brought forward by that personally injured party himself,
under sworn penalty of perjury; otherwise all commitments to probation are cancelled, and revoked;
***Published in the American herald.org is the Article that became law for The United States of
America, called Intangible property Rights (upon the rural routes)
Also published into law by my country: no license is required as a American National to operate my
private conveyance upon the roadway. [U.S. Supreme Court also published many similar cases]
I am just wondering who forgot to tell police and lower courts about all this law, and why are you
police and police courts forcing drivers license privileges on people against the peoples lawful rights?
What I was doing was exercising my intangible property rights upon the original rural route, on the
land jurisdiction, and not upon the seas of commerce, or the corporate STATE jurisdiction thereof;
I conditionally accept the plea agreement upon proof of jurisdiction,
What evidence do you have to prove I am a U.S. citizen?
If you cant provide any proof I am a U.S. citizen, or fail to do so, then the plea agreement is null and
void. What evidence do you have to prove that I am subject to a foreign U.S. INC. jurisdiction?
Finally my truck was confiscated by the Wyoming, MN police Department without any compensation,
and being held in the Wyoming City P.D. impound lot at 25 dollars a day.

*****Update on the probation meeting on Friday June 3, 2016
I spoke with probation and they wanted me to allow them to search my house in violation of my right
to privacy and security within my own home, and many other things that had nothing to do with the
alleged charges of no license plate on a vehicle.
Therefore I signed everything V.C. …, which means vicotous (under constraint or duress) and … means
all unalienable rights reserved, none waived, (in other words no contract).
I declare the address was forced upon me by probation by Amy the head probation officer, and by 4
cops she called to coerce, establish jurisdiction by contract and forced contract and move me off the
land by Emergency WAR POWERS to a fictitious address within the CORPORATE STATE OF WI ( A
DISTRICT OF D.C.) AND FICTION PLACE. Police threatened arrest if I did not give an address within
their U.S. Corporation;
I declare that a forced jurisdiction by contract under threat of jail, is involuntary servitude by slavery,
treason, collusion and conspiracy by all the officials of Chisago County, Seeking to defraud me of my
rights and nationality only to gain a monetary contract.

I declare this is a gross violation of my human rights pursuant to the nature of The Universal
Declaration of Human Rights to forcibly deprive and deny me my American Nationality,
I specifically deny that I have any address within the Corporate U.S.
Claiming such an address is a waiver of my American Nationality, and I cannot consent to that or go
along with that as that is fraud and misrepresentation.
I do not consent to involve myself in fraud, and fraudulent charges established under threat duress
and coercion. This is a violation of my religious rights to live free in America, and on the land, free of
commercial slavery.
I do not consent to stand under your paperwork, your false flag, your fraud, or your treason, your
power of attorney, your STATE license, your fiction debtor NAME, OR ANYTHING ELSE THAT INVOLVES
IDENTITY OR CONSTRUCTIVE FRAUD.
I do not accept any offers to contract
I hereby cancel and rescind all signatures and offers with probation and the plea bargain, forced upon
me under threat duress and illusion of wrongdoing, by a malicious prosecutor and judge, as they were
done under duress and involuntary servitude
I conditionally accept all offers for plea and probation upon the prosecutor first proving un-coerced
territorial and personal jurisdiction within the Union, and U.S. corporate citizenship.
(End of Notice to the Corporate Court of chisago County)
*****Friday evening (yesterday) when I was writing this cancellation and rescission of signatures the
corporate U.S. blocked reception of my cell phone all day so I could not have any further
communication with anyone.
Secondly, on the way to the post office, I was pulled over by law enforcement and detained for about
30 minutes, arrested and locked in the back of another squad car, and then finally released, causing
me to arrive late to the post office with only minutes to spare to get in the paperwork and I was afraid
to send the rescission letter to the court because I see my friend David Nichols (American State
resident) who was in the truck with me, was arrested last night on a warrant for noncompliance,
In my opinion they kidnapped him at gunpoint; I was also afraid for my life at the end of a 9
millimeter pointed directed at me as well. The police were a crazy mob last night. They also arrested
my friend George Holter, the owner of The Richfield bus company (a 90 year old man) and detained
him also in handcuffs in the back of the squad. This man hasn’t had a traffic ticket for over 30 years.
He also was released after 30 minutes and drove me home. Police warned George not to keep
company with David Nichols.
They had 3 different law enforcement agencies there last night and I lost count at 10 different squads,
and they shut the interstate 5 down last night. The cops told George that they know David and I are
changing our nationality.
Therefore I will leave the battle up to the higher courts to notify the corporation on my behalf.
The police literally pulled guns on us, and yanked David Nichols out of the car without ascertaining his
identity. He is 82 years old, and I felt badly for him last night.
I asked the police what threat he was too them, and asked them to release him, but they only listened
and then ignored me.
They were a little more careful with me, but not much, as they put the handcuffs on me so tight they
cut into my wrists.

I am convinced that this is definitely a spiritual attack against us, and we cannot win it, if we do not
have unity, and I simply lack the knowledge on how to do this, and that is why I am turning it over to
1781 court for help, as my knowledge is simply insufficient concerning procedure to accomplish this
task.
Please do not put me down for this as I am a simple man who only understands the facts of what
happens and gets very confused when stressed, and I have been stressed by the corporation
excessively in the last week with several days in jail and not enough time to accomplish much of
anything and that is exactly what the corporation wants, as their plan of attack has worked very well
against me, and I am truly helpless on my own, and without a car, unable to work and with little
money. On top of all that, the devils servants simply will not leave me alone long enough to even get
to the post office or write a response. These attacks are beyond crazy.
Please help me if you can, as my defense never made it in the mail yesterday, therefore I am relying
on 1781 to help with this proceeding.
These U.S. cops are very dangerous, because they do in fact control the entire world including most all
of our communication and transportation systems and they are not easily defeated;
I am not fighting the corporate government, they are attacking the people, and they are winning.
I am simply trying to protect my rights the only way I know how.
With documentation.
My only choice at this time is to comply with my captors, and try and make probation happy, as one
year is hanging over my head.
I am even afraid to rescind my signature for threat of possible warrants and retaliation, and fear that I
will lose everything by the relentless attack by police, child support agents, and false traffic charges
working together to remove everything from me including my liberty and family over lies, lies, lies….
This is open rebellion and attack by police fascism and the powers that be to stomp out the American
republic and nationality movement so that all hopes of freedom are lost.
And yet, Wednesday, I have to face probation again, and possible arrest.
I ask and covet any true Christians prayers that reads this today.
We must pray for one another.

In closing the paperwork I submitted to 1781 earlier on Friday, should be corrected under paragraph
one to read as follows:
1. At the initial traffic stop, I tried several times to identify myself with proof of my Nationality,
but the cop refused to accept or look at my paperwork, and continued to threaten and badger
me with jail-time until I told her a corporate name and DOB,
Your affiant does not believe that to be law enforcement, but entrapment to gain jurisdiction
and denial of my American Nationality by coercion under threat of jail and fraud, as witnessed
by my daughter Jasmine Rose;
Thankyou for your help,
Sincerely,
Martin Chapman

Amy Chavez
Court Services Director
Court Services Department
313 N. Main St.
Room 124
Center City, MN 55012
Ph: 651-213-8350
Amy.Chavez@chisagocounty.us

